Ford expedition exhaust system diagram

Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - ' started by kcobra , Dec 27, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition
Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of
cookies. Learn More. Off road exhaust Manifold back Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - ' started by
kcobra , Dec 27, Dec 27, at AM 1. Does anyone offer an off road exhaust that in effect eliminates
the catalytic converter for a Expedition? Dec 27, at PM 2. Dec 28, at AM 3. Thank you. I was
hoping someone offered replacement pipes for ease of install. Dec 29, at AM 4. I did a full
exhaust a year or 2 ago. I did not see a bolt in cheater pipe on the market. I ended up with a full
walker system and 4 new oxygen sensors. Not sure how it will run without cats and o2 sensors
not reading before and after readings. Also if you need to pass a visual inspection test or a
smog test not a great idea unless a true off road vehicle. Dec 29, at PM 5. The engine may run or
may not even start, without them. If it runs it will be in cold start mode full time and use a ton of
gas. The rear two are for emissions and give a CEL. The exhausts will get stupid, loud. I have
heard it, on a newer 5. Your engine actually requires back pressure and may pop or backfire the
Mustang did. I have seen guys Hollow out a conveter, but only pre Last edited: Dec 29, Dec 29,
at PM 6. I'm at a loss what benefit there is with a cat-delete especially on these trucks. On or off
road. I know guys who pull them from performance cars but, like most air intakes, the numbers
only show up on dyno with a custom tune. Dec 29, at PM 7. Well front sensors need to stay but
the rear can be removed and tuned out. All the rears do is monitor cat performance. The from
report AFR to the pcm. Jan 2, at PM 8. I would stick with this or get a good local guy to make up
duals with high flow mufflers! Jan 2, at PM 9. Cool Jay. But the only thing you have
accomplished is to make a little noiser exhaust when you punch the accelerater. No hp or
torque or any performance gain and no change in exhaust temperatures. But the tips look cool.
Ya Hooo and yippee Kia Yia hay. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? We use cookies to
ensure you get the best experience on our website. Shop by Size. We do not have those parts
for your vehicle. Please select another part category. All Federal catalytic converters meet EPA
requirements. Federal Catalytic Converters are not legal for sale, installation or use in the state
of California. Converters in this catalog are based on Executive Orders issued by the California
Air Resource Board and must be used in accordance with this information. In California, it is
illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely on vehicle weight and engine
size. In Colorado, it is illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely on
vehicle weight and engine size. You can find out by inspecting the emissions sticker that is
located in your engine compartment. All model year and newer vehicles that were manufactured
with California or State emissions certification. All model year and earlier vehicles or any model
year vehicle that was manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions non State certification. All , ,
and newer vehicles that were manufactured with California or State emissions certification. All
model year vehicles, and all model year or earlier vehicles. All model year vehicles that were
manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions certification. Select the option that best describes
your vehicle. We want to make sure the part fits your specific vehicle so we need a little more
information from you. Show More. MagnaFlow offers complete performance exhaust systems
for your Ford Expedition. Determine the power and sound you demand for your Expedition and
shop all available exhaust systems online. Select your '17 Ford Expedition sub-model and
engine details to buy the best exhaust system that fits your needs. Buy your replacement
MagnaFlow catalytic converter. A Recycling for Refunds icon will appear in your cart to get the
process started. A free shipping label will be provided after checkout. Send us back your OEM
catalytic converter. For full program details, requirements and eligibility - Learn More. For
additional program details, requirements and eligibility - learn more. Read More Accept. Select
Your Vehicle Type. Shop By Vehicle Year. Sub Model. Select Your Vehicle Specifications It is
possible we may not have parts for certain vehicles. Where is your Vehicle Registered? New
York. Federal EPA. Vehicle Details Select the option that best describes your vehicle. What is
your EFN? Shop by Vehicle Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle.
Vehicle Specifications Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle
Registration Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle Emissions
Choose which emissions standard is equipped on your vehicle. Vehicle Details We need to
know a little more about your vehicle. Vehicle EFN Choose which emissions standard is
equipped on your vehicle. Shop Vehicle Filter. Sorry, there are no results. Step 2: Ship for Free
A free shipping label will be provided after checkout. Step 4: Part Recycled Your job is done!
Liquid error: include usage is not allowed in this context For additional program details,
requirements and eligibility - learn more.

